A Prospective Comparative Study of Continuous and Interrupted Suturing in Laparoscopic Pyeloplasty in 3D Era.
Laparoscopic pyeloplasty is becoming the gold standard procedure for pelviureteric junction obstruction. The outcome of pyeloplasty depends on precise pyeloureteral anastomosis. Though in open pyeloplasty interrupted or continuous suture are practiced, in most of the laparoscopic or laparoscopy-assisted robotic pyeloplasty continuous suturing is practiced. After acquiring a 3-dimensional (3D) camera, we prospectively analyzed the suturing time, complication rate, and success rate between interrupted and continuous suturing in laparoscopic pyeloplasty. To prospectively review the outcome difference between interrupted suturing (group A) and continuous suturing (group B) while using a 3D camera. Out of 93 patients who underwent laparoscopic pyeloplasty, 6 patients who underwent retro-peritoneoscopic approach, 7 patients who had nondismembered technique, 7 patients with secondary renal calculi, and 3 patients with grossly dilated pelvis were excluded from the study to reduce bias. Hence, the remaining 70 patients who underwent transperitoneal pyeloplasty from 2012 to 2017 were prospectively analyzed, comparing 35 cases of interrupted suturing with 35 cases of continuous suturing using 3D camera in an alternating manner. The primary aim was to know the difference in suturing time. The secondary outcomes were success of pyeloplasty, complications, and drain volume. The statistical analysis was done using SPSS 2.0 software. Of the 70 cases, with 35 in each arm studied, the mean suturing time, success rate, and complications were not significantly different. The total drain quantity during the hospital stay was observed to be more in the interrupted suturing group. The usage of a 3D camera and experience of the surgeon reduced the time difference between continuous and interrupted suturing in laparoscopic pyeloplasty. The outcome between interrupted and continuous suturing groups were the same. Though the drainage volume was more with interrupted suturing group the outcome was not altered.